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hopes to

Students
encouraged to
voice concerns

keep Ohio

Graduate Student
Senate kicked off the
year with elections and
a desire to address
students' opinions

|hg»!
Instant
misinformation
Technology allows for
instant access to a huge
variety of information,
but failures in fact
checking can cause
many problems

|Pagt4

Parents are
not having
"the talk"
It is culturally American
for parents to avoid
talking about sex with
their children, which
could explain teen
pregnancies | Page 4

Discarded
pharmaceuticals
An ongoing
investigation by the
Associated Press has
found that millions of
unused drugs are being
flushed annually by
hospitals | Page S

Plane crash kills
88 in Russia
A passenger jet went
down around Perm.
Russia for reasons that
are yet to be known,
killing 88 people

| Page 8
Struggling to
score in Boise
The Falcons have a
hard time scoring at
Boise State as the
Broncos' offense have a
field day in the first half
and their defense holds
their own in the second
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students

Drinking
without thinking

University
alum
makes
donation

By Courtney Flynn

By Andy Our id

Reporter

Reporter

A new program directed
towards Science and Math
education will begin next fall
at BGSU, University of Findlay,
Terra, Northwest State and
Owens Community College for
incoming freshman.
The Science and Math
Education in Action program
was able to go from a proposal
co-written by faculty members
at all five schools to a new educat ion-geared program because
of a S3 million dollar grant from
the State of Ohio.
The goal of the program is
to keep students interested in
teaching Math and Science in
grades four through 12 in Ohio
for college.
Students who begin schooling at the community colleges
will be able to transfer to BGSU
and complete their degree with
no hassles, said Bob Midden,
chair of the SMEA committee
and BGSU professor.
Each student in the program
will receive a $2,000 scholarship, entitled "Choose Ohio
First," their freshman year
and the amount will increase
to $4,250 by senior year, said
Midden.
The scholarship will be availableto incoming freshmen with
an interest in the math and science, participation in math, science and leadership programs,
participation in community
service, have teacher recommendations and good grades,
said Midden.
Students will be able to
receive the scholarship for
their first and second year
if they only have an interest
in math and science and are
considering education. They
must also partake in theextracurricular experiences within
the program.
However, in order to receive
the scholarship for four years
the student must choose to
receive their degree in math
and science education, said
Julia Matuga, associate dean of
the College of Education and
Human Development at BGSU.
This scholarship provides
a large incentive for students
to look into the science, tech-

While it is true that money
can complicate some things,
a donation by a University
alum could solve a lot of problems for the faculty and staff
in the College of Business
Administration.
The University alum is
Michael lloskins and he
recently donated a $100,000
gift to the College of Business
Administration with two
major conditions for the use of
the money.
The first part will reward
six faculty members working
for the college with a bonus of
sio.ooo each for six semesters
lone per semester], The faculty
members selected can use this
money for their professional
development or for additional
compensation
lloskins said it was very
important to have several key
instructors guide him through
his academic years at the
University and said there are
always some faculty members
who stood out and should be
rewarded for a well-done job.
"The role that faculty can
play is enormous not just in the
development of the student,
but in the faculty itself and the
college within," lloskins said.
The remaining S40.1KH) will
he used to help fund students
with financial difficulty to
study abroad.
"One of the handicaps of
studying abroad is it's very
expensive, so 1 came up with
the money to help cover the
expense to jump-start students
in a global economy," he said.
Hoskins docs have his
reasons as to why he is putting forth money lor a traveling education lor current
students.
Hoskins' lather, William,
is a former professor at the
University and was recruited
to teach through the program
of international business.
Michael, who has traveled to
over KM) countries, knows the
importance of international
business and feels students
need to experience parts of
a global economj first-hand
if they want to further their

See PROGRAM | Page X

Binge drinking remains issue on campus
By Ryan Sullivan
Campus Editor

This past Saturday marked
the one year anniversary of
the death of University student (ordan Shirey. The cause
of his death: alcohol poisoning. It was his 21st birthday.
The tragedy did not result
in any change to University
policy, but binge drinking
still remains a hot button
issue within the University
community.
"Our policy is pretty consistent with many universities across the country,"
Director of Public Safety
lames Wiegand said. "1
mean, is there alcohol on
campus? Yes, If you look at
the blotter, you see numerous young people who are
cited for underage under
the influence, we just try to
take action when we see a
violation."
Wiegand said he knows
that there are some u nderage
students on campus who use
and abuse alcohol, but that
they are the minority.
The biggest concern on
campus is when students
play "21 drinks" on their 21st
birthday, Wiegand said.
"Our systems are not set
up to consume that much

alcohol," Wiegand said.
The University is now set
up to try to prevent games
such as this taking place.
Associate I )can ol Si udents
Michael Ginsburg said the
University sends out a birthday e-mail to students on
their 21st birthday, lie said
the purpose is to warn them
of the dangers of binge drinking and over-consumption.
"There are always going to
be individuals who choose
to drink." Ginsburg said.
"When they do, they can
show behaviors that don't
represent themselves or the
University."
Ginsburg said his office is
responsible for dealing with
students who are referred to
student discipline for drinking-related matters.
He agreed with Wiegand
about underage drinking
occurring regardless of the
efforts made to stop it and
noted thai repeal offenses
of documented cases can
result in suspension from the
University.
"Students who choose to
See DRINKING | Page 2

WHAT TO DO IF...
Symptoms of
alcohol poisoning:
■ Person is unconscious or
semi-conscious and cannot
be awakened.
■ Cold, clammy, pale or bluish
skin.
■ Slow breathing (less than
eight times per minute)
or irregular breathing (ten
seconds or more between
breaths).
■ Vomiting while "sleeping" or
passed out. and not waking
up after vomiting.
If a person has any of these
symptoms, they may be
suffering from acute
alcohol intoxication:
■ Get help! Call someone, a
staff member, an ambulance,
public safety, someone who
can help.
■ Do not leave the person
alone. Turn them on their
side to prevent choking in
case of vomiting.
■ Remember, "better safe than
sorry." get them help! How
can your friend be angry
about you caring for them?
Information provided by

Wetiness Connection
See DONATION | Page?

University takes new precautions for campus safety
By Dru S«xton
Reporter

"Drinking too much in
a short amount of time
and getting sick!"
|Pag«4
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TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 68. Low: 48

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 71, Low: 46

k

Post Virginia Tech, many college
campuses across America have
become quite concerned with
students' safety. As a result,
University staff have taken
many steps towards ensuring a
safe and happy learning environment for its students, both
on and off-campus.
"We want to provide as safe
and secure environment for
students, faculty and staff
as we can," said Chief James
Wiegand, Director of Public
Safety.
Aside from a 24 hour police
force on-campus, the university also hires campus security officers who are students.
They go around locking the
academic buildings in the evenings, but they also serve as
extra eyes and ears and report
things to the police that they
think are suspicious.
Police officers can't be visible everywhere on campus
24/7, there just aren't enough
of them to be able to be everywhere so other crime prevention methods are looked at and
reviewed and put into place,
Wiegand said.
Some universities across the

country used a text message
system to notify students of
emergency situations. Many
more schools use the system
now including the University.
"Alert BG is something
which came into being after
the attacks at Virginia Tech and
Northern Illinois," Wiegand
said.
Alert BG is run by a vendor
called E2 Campus. In the event
of an emergency situation a
dispatcher goes online, inputs
the message and sends it out to
the campus community. •
"We had somewhere last year
in the neighborhood of 3,600
students signed up for the BG
Alert," Wiegand said.
To sign up, students can go
online to my.bgsu.edu, click on
the link at the top of the page
and fill out the information.
Students can opt to receive
messages via text message or
e-mail.
The University has also
added four new blue light
emergency phones throughout
campus and plans are in place
to increase the number of them
from 34 to 48.
"Although this is not set in
stone, the goal is pretty much
that from most places on campus if you look right, or left, or

-'■-. KNEW
THE BLUE-LIGHT SPECIAL The University has added lour new blue lights to campus this year in hopes lo increase safety on campus,
especially after other major incidents at schools like Virginia Tech and Noahern Illinois University.

straight or behind you, you will
see at least two of the blue light
emergency phones," Wiegand
said. "So you'll have access to
them relatively quickly."
All you have to do is hit the
button and it goes immediately to the dispatcher office.
The emergency phones are not

just for emergencies, if someone sees suspicious activity the
police would like to be notified
as quickly as possible, Wiegand
said.
The University is always
looking for funding for new
ways to ensure students safety
on campus.

"We are reviewing our camera monitoring and cameras,
we're looking to determine
where we might add additional
cameras," Wiegand said.
Security cameras are through-

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See SAFETY | Page 2
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Liu iiiul there are consequences
to that" Ginsburg said.
When students are sent
through the discipline process
IIH alcohol-related offenses,
they are typically sent to one
oi two cusses run through
the University's Wellness
Connection in Student Health
Service.
The first dass. View Points.
is foi first-time offenders and
is used .is a way to try to get
students back on the right
track, said Carrie Arndt. an
alcohol and drug counselor at
the Wellness Connection. The
i lass is conducted by a trained
graduate student and focuses
mi how all i ihol is impacting the
.11 dents' lives.
I'he
second
class.
Perspectives, is for students
who have lieen charged by the
city for alcohol-related crimes
or students who have prcviousiv been through the View Points
program. I he class focuses on
how drinking is affecting the
students' decision-making process, Arndt said.
Aside from the two programs, the University also
offers an individual counseling
and are free and confidential to
any student," Arndt said.

"The problem is people are more
worried about getting themselves
or their friend in trouble than
getting the help that they need."
Carrie Arndt | Alcohol and drug counselor

It is important for students
to get the help they need if they
feel there is a problem because
the consequences of not doing
so go far beyond a hangover the
next morning, she said.
"There could be long-term
repercussions to your liver
and alcohol poisoning can be
fatal; you can drink yourself to
death." Arndt said.
Alcohol poisoning is a very
serious and potentially dangerous situation, she said.
Some University students are
also worried about the drinking
habits of the University community.
Senior lason McGee said he
doesn't believe there is a drinking problem, however, some
students do take things too far.
"I don't think (students drinkingl is so bad. but to others,
drinking is like a right of passage," McGee said.
He feels to some people,
drinking is a matter of pride
and people will sometimes
drink themselves sick to try to
impress their friends.

McGee said he learned
responsible drinking habits
from his father, who used to
have maybe a few beers when
he drank and didn't over consume.
The classes mandated by
the University are not so much
meant to punish students for
drinking, hut to educate them,
Arndt said.
"The problem is people are
more worried about getting
themselves or their friend in
trouble than getting the help
that they need," Arndt said.
The other worry is students
could potentially develop an
alcohol addiction while in college that might be hard to break,
she said.
Students who are starting to
feel like they might be developing an addiction should look for
several important signs, including a higher tolerance to alcohol, withdraw symptoms when
going without alcohol for a period of time and when drinking
starts to take more importance
than other activities.

"We want to

DONATION

nology, engineering and math
areas.
"IThc Ohio First Scholarship!
is a great addition to existing
aid programs and will encourage more students in STEM
programs," said Greg Guzman,
Student Financial Aid Director
at BGSU.
Aside from academic assistance students will also be
involved in a learning community.
The students will arrive
on campus five weeks before
school starts to get a head start
on courses and to become
acquainted with the campus,
said Midden.
This community will allow
students to participate in field
trips to math and science organizations so they can receive a
better understanding on situations involving these studies,
said Midden.
"This allows students to get
out in the community and
participate with businesses in
Northwest Ohio," said Maluga.
Undergraduate
research
will also be intertwined with
the introductory courses the
students will be taking, said
Midden.
Hirst and second year students will also receive teaching

experiences through one-onone and group tutoring at local
schools.
"This is an area that can be
used in the real world," said
Midden.
Matugaand Midden both said
the extra teaching experience,
research aspect and interaction
with local businesses will help
further these students teaching
careers.
"It is important that our students are prepared not only
with math and science content
but also the best practices to
teach math and science so their
students can learn best," said
Matuga.
Matuga said the proposal for
the program took close to a year
to write.
It was an elaborate 70 page
proposal that explained student
education enhancement, said
Midden.
The grant BGSU received was
one of 17 proposals chosen to be
funded in the slate of Ohio.
Midden feels the money
received from the grant will
make a difference for future
educators.
"We could definitely use more
science and math teachers. We
don't graduate enough to fill jobs
in these areas," said Midden.
"It will he worthwhile to have
people who really understand
math and science better," he
said.

thing." Uennion said in reference to I loskins' gift. "It can
go to a lot of students now that
were previously excluded for
financial reasons and now I can
make it possible for them."
On Sept. 5, there was a ceremony honoring Hoskins at
the Business Administration
Building, There were many
prestigious University alumni
and faculty members present,
including Dr. Rodney Rogers,
dean of the business college
who was honored to have
Hoskins donate this gift to the
business college.
"It makes me excited he is
another alum stepping up in a
significant way so we can continue to elevate the educational

experience of our students,"
Rogers said.
The gift will run out in three
years, but will be evaluated
alter this run and, if successful,
could very well continue on.
Hoskins does hope faculty
and studentsvvill benefit greatly
from this gift.
I loskins main goal is to get
students to remember one
important aspect at the start of
their careers: "I know if we can
get some of these students their
first taste of the world by participating in the study abroad
programs, they will look back
on that and say 'Wow! This was
really influential.' 1 believe it
will be a good experience now,
but be a difference maker."

PROGRAM
From Page 1
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campus in different locations, Wiegand said.
Although campus police do
Hindi si us. where cameras are
located, they have been used
to make arrests and clear up
issues thai have occurred.
ITS have also had a company come and go throughout campus to look at possible
locations for speakers for a
public address system.
' Wewanl to provide as sale
and secure em Ironment for
• ■■■ i students, faculty and staff
as we can." Wiegand said.
Associate Dean of Students
Michael Ginsburg said any
institution really does have
iis student's besl interests at
heart. He said if student are
concerned with any aspect
MUI
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Department of Student Life,
i ampus pulii c or the campus
safetj committee know.
"I think as a whole, students teel safe on campus,"
Ginsburg said.
Me said [he University is
.is safe as any other school
in Ohio, including Miami
University, Ohio University
and Kent State.
I lie biggest thing I think
people need to realize is we
.ire not a Utopia," Ginsburg

provide as safe and
secure environment
... as we can."
'i versity Police

said. "I think our students as a
whole are very respectful, but
we are off a major highway."
There are plenty of people
in town, including some students, who will take advantage of others Ginsburg said.

Freshman

Curtis

Armintrout said, he does feel
safe on campus for the most
part.
This is a friendly campus
and everyone seems nice, he
said.
"I walk around at night a lot
and I'm not afraid or worried,"
Armintrout said. "My biggest
tear would probably lie failing
out of college."
Students can also take precautions of there own such as
not walking alone at night.
They can also take advantage
of the resources provided by
the University such as the 2KIDF. program, rampusescort
service or the shuttle bus.
"Know your environment."
Wiegand said. "We all have
to take some accountability
for our own safety. So use the

From Page 1

career in business.
According to Mark Hcnnion,
who helps decide which students
go where in the study abroad
program for business, the first
group ofstudents to benefit from
this gift will be going to Hong
Kong in January. In the future,
I loskins" gift will also help students study in countries like
France, Scotland, Europe and,
potentially, South America if
negotiations come through.
The goal is to send 100 students a year to study abroad
throughout the world.
"To me, this is a wonderful

HECTOR MAT*
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TRAIN CRASH: Rescue personnel work at the scene of a tram crash in Los Angeles last Fnday. A Metrolink commuter tcain believed to
be carrying up to 550 people collided with a freight train Friday, killing four people and injuring dozens of others

Railway disaster
results in 25 deaths

EEK!
Interested in Greek Life at BGSU?
Meet the members of BGSU's
six historically African American
Fraternities &. Sororities

Monday, September 15th
6:30 to 9:30 pm
Located in 202B in the BG Student Union

By Michael Blood
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — A dispatcher
tried to warn the engineer of a
Metrolink commuter train that
he was about to collide with a
freight train but the call came too
late, rail officials investigating the
crash that killed 25 people said
yesterday.
The dispatcher reached the
conductor in the rear of the train,
but by then it had already crashed
into the oncoming Union Pacific
engine at 40 mph, Metrolink officials said.
The engineer was killed in the
accident, the nation's deadliest
rail disaster in 15 years.
Metrolink said the engineer ran
a red signal, but federal investigators said it could be a year before
t hey determine a cause.
The National Transportation
Safety Board said yesterday it
was looking into a report that
the engineer may have been text
messagingaround the time of the
crash.
Two days after the crash, men
wearing green and orange safety
vests walked up and down the
tracks yesterday in an early morning fog, while others snapped
pictures and climbed inside the
wrecked shell of the front passenger car.
A teenager told CBS2-TVthat he
had exchanged a brief text message with the engineer shortly
before the crash. The Los Angeles
station said the teen was amonga
group of youths who befriended
the engineer and asked him questions about his work. The station
showed an interview of the teen

holding a cell phone with a text
message apparently signed by
the engineer and dated 4:22 p.m.
Friday, shortly before the crash.
Metrolink
spokeswoman
Denise Tyrrell said before the
report aired that she would find
it "unbelievable" that an engineer
would be text messaging while
operating a train.
NTSB spokesman Terry
Williams said he couldn't confirm reports that the engineer,
whose name was not released,
had been text messaging.
"We're going to look into that,
anything that can help us find the
cause of this accident," he said.
Earlier, NTSB member Kitty
Higgins said similar reports in
other accident investigations
turned out to be inaccurate "so
I want to be very, very careful
about it."
Some 135 were injured in the
crash.
Dr. Marc Eckstein, medical
director for the Los Angeles Fire
Department, said survivors' injuries included partially severed
limbs and legs flayed to the bone.
At least two survivors had to be
extricated from underneath dead
bodies and six victims were discovered under the train Saturday,
he said.
"There were bodies cut in half,
and 1 could see torsos stickingout.
It was pretty horrific," Eckstein
said. "The bodies were entwined
with the wreckage."
Eckstein said all rescue personnel were required to check in with
a staff psychologist before leaving
the scene — but many, including
himself, preferred to deal privately with what they saw.
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SLINGING MUD ON A RAINY DAY AT FOUNDERS

Students given
chance to speak up
By Kate Snydar

Reporter

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

:«

MUD FIGHT: As the rain came down hard in Bowling Green. Chelsey Meek. Michael Dietz. Corey Domek and Alex Zlabis decided to enjoy it and male the best of it
outside of Founders by throwing mud at one another.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Seme ewnti idken from ctffHsbgsu edu

8 a.m. - 9 p.m
Exhibit 2: Pure Intentions Works on Faith & Childhood
Dreams
Union Gallery Space

8 a.m. 11 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
UAO Poster Sale
202B Union

10-11 am
Community Partnership
Forum Behavioral
Connections
201 University Hall

11:30 am-12:30 p.m.
H20 Prayer Meeting
Pi out Chapel

2 - 3 p.m.
FYSS Series: Living Out
Belief and Searching for
Truth at the University
315 Union

3-4 pm
FYSS Series:
Goal Setting 101
314 Union

4 - 5 p.m.
FYSS Series:
"Thinking For A Change"
316 Union

6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Meet the Greeks
202B Union

•

9 - ll pm
Monday Night Trivia
Black Swamp Pub

STATE
BRIEF

Harvard professor quits,
challenges dean on diversity
By Bonmc J. Kavoussi
U-Wire

Government professor Lisa
L. Martin, who served as the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences'
first diversity dean and chair
of the Standing Committee on
Women, has left Harvard for
the University of Wisconsin at
Madison, criticizing Dean of
the Faculty Michael D. Smith's
commitment to hiring minority and female professors on
her way out.
As a leader of female and
minority recruitment, Martin
compiled and released two
reports on hiring. Her first
report raised alarm when it
found that the female tenure
rate in 2005-2006 had fallen to
21 percent — half the rate of
the previous year.
Martin started a mentoring
program for untenured female
professors, where junior professors would be paired with
senior faculty from a different
department within the same
division. The program, she
said, enabled junior faculty to
discuss sensitive department
issues if needed. Fifty untenured faculty members and 25
tenured professors participated, according to Martin.
But now, Martin said in an
interview, she is worried thai
some of the programs she
started may not continue.
While Martin was serving
officiallyasanadviseron diversity to the dean of the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, she said
that Smith did not appear
interested in her advice.
In contrast to Deans William
C. Kirby and leremy R. Knowles,
whom she described as "attentive" to her input, she said that
Smith was less engaged.
"He was so new to the
job, he had such a long list
of things (o do," Martin said.
"We talked about things once
in a while, but I think it was
one of a very large number of
things on his plate."
Smith said in an e-mailed
statement that he considers
minority and female recruitment an important priority.
"We continually look at our
processes and actively try to

Univ. of Akron pays
students to move
out of dorms
AKRON (AP) - Some college students
can't wait for the chance to move off
campus. At the University of Akron,
they're getting paid $1,000 to do it.
With enrollment up 5 percent, the
school doesn't have enough room in
tesidence halls to meet demand. So
it offered payments to those living on
campus to move out and make room for
others
Sixty students have accepted so far,
freeing up rooms for almost half of the
125 students currently in temporary
housing in downtown hotels The university is working to find housing near
campus for the rest of the students.
The school will refund all housing
fees to students who move out. The
26.000-student campus has temporarily
rescinded the requirement that freshmen from outside the area must live in a
residence hall.

"I think there's a bit of fatigue
sitting in with people not wanting to
continue having to hammer down
the diversity issue all the time."

Last Friday, the Graduate
Student Senate kicked off
their first meeting with more
elections, more student concerns and a crash course in
parliamentary procedure.
Gary Washington was elected
as the new secretary and Greg
I.ucsko became one of the new
representatives at large. There
is still one opening for that
position left.
Parliamentary procedure was
gone overquickly, with President
Kmmanual Guillory encouraging members to use it properly.
"In the past, people were hesitant to speak up." he said. "I want
us to be a community."
The first guest speaker was
Denny Brubrig, the Associate
Dean of Students, who encouraged the students to get themselves and their departments
involved with activities on
campus..
Bill Mathis, the co-chair of
strategic planning, was another
guest speaker who spoke about
getting more students involved
with strategic planning.
Mathis said they have both a
Web site and blog, and encour-

careers of FAS faculty, such as
junior faculty mentoring and
child care," Pharr said.
'An easy decision'
Martin grew up in the
Madison, Wise. area. She said
she's moving because she
wasnts to live closer to family.
But she added that Harvard did
not offer her a better arrangement when she informed them
of Wisconsin's offer.
"Obviously, leaving Harvard
is a very tough thing to do," she
said this summer. "But honestly, it wasn't that hard of a
decision because Harvard did
very little to try to retain me. to
keep me around, so it made it
an easy decision for me."
Martin said she spoke often
with government department
chair Nancy L Hosenblum. But
Smith and David M. Cutler, then
divisional dean for the social
sciences, did not approach her
once about staying, she said.
"Asyou might imagine, leannot talk about the departure of
any specific faculty member,"
Cutler said in an e-mail. "I can
only say that Lisa Martin is a
terrific scholar, a wonderful
person, and a great teacher. I
wish her all the best."

were hesitant to
speak up. I want us to
be a community."
Emmanual Guillory | GSS President

aged students to check both out
and leave comments or make
suggestions.
Dean of Students (ill Carr, the
final guest speaker, had everyone get involved right away by
making the senate members get
up and introduce themselves to
their neighbors.
She then had them go around
the room and state what they
think is an important concern
for graduate students.
Concerns included morefunding, better parking and more
marketing for graduate college.
"Great!" Carr said. "You all just
created an excellent agenda."
In addition to their own concerns, the top ten concerns of
graduate students according to
a poll taken in spring 2007 were
discussed.
GSS responded to these concerns by creating committees to
address each of the concerns.

arine: Being back at
Univ. of Iowa a load off
By Meradith Mulford

Lawrence H. Summers | Former Harvard University President

improve them," he said. "This
is critical for us as we strive to
have the best faculty."
But Martin added that the
attention of the faculty as a
whole to diversity has diminished since 2005, when Kirby
first created the position of
diversity dean, following former University President
Uiwrence H. Summers' controversial comments regarding
women in science.
"1 think there's a bit of fatigue
sitting in with people not wanting to continue having to hammer down the diversity issue
all the time," she said. "After
really intense attention to these
issues after two to three years,
people like to think there's
been a change, and they don't
have to be on top of the issue
anymore."
Her criticisms come at a time
when (he Harvard has turned
its attention to the racial climate on campus. University
President Drew G. Faust created a committee to review
the Harvard University Police
Department's policies following an incident involving two
police officers last month.
Smith has yet to select a new
diversity dean. He said that he
is consulting with Senior Vice
Provost ludith D. Singer and
other officials on "how best
to configure the position for
success."
Government
professor
Susan |. 1'harr will serve
as chair of the Standing
Committee of Women in the
fall, and organismic and evolutionary biology professor
F.lena M. Kramer will serve
as chair in the spring, after
returning from sabbatical.
In a written statement, Pharr
called Martin's exit "a major
loss for Harvard."
"She...worked very hard on
issues that affect the lives and

"ln the past, people

For much of University of Iowa
Marine Sam Miller's second tour,
he was split: body in Iraq, mind
in Iowa.
"The toughest part about
deployment is that your life is put
on hold and everyone moves on.
When you get home, nothing's
the same," he said "My peers are
all finished — 1 missed out on the
college experience. I missed all of
my buddies' graduations, football
games, and got out of touch with
friends who left town. I thought

about it a lot"
Unlike most of his peers, the
23-year-old Keosauqua, Iowa
native just completed a second
year of active duty as a Marine
— seven months of which were
spent in Iraq. He came hack the
weekend before school started
with no choice but to return to
classes. If he hadn't re-enrolled,
completion of his athletics-training major would have been further delayed.
Student veterans usually have
difficulty adjusting when returning to campus, said I lerald "Skip"
Kempnich. an assistant to the Ul
registrar.
"There's a different environment in combat." Kempnich said.
"It's not as structured once they're

back—they don't have their band
of brothers."
1 lowever, this was not a major
issue with Miller.
"I got back just in time to avoid
conflicts," the Ul junior said.
"Some people may think it's difficult to come back to school the
day after you get home, but after
being in Iraq and leading a squad,
it's kind of a load off."
With hundreds of student veterans returning to campus each
year, programs at the Ul Office
of Veteran's Services are in place
to facilitate the reintegration
process,
"It's really a pretty veteranfriendly campus,'' Kempnich said.
"Faculty vets remember how they
were treated and go above and
beyond to help. Whatever's going
on, you don't have to deal with it
alone."
The office serves around 350 Ul
student veterans who have served
overseas, many in Iraq.
At this time last year, the reservist, with Echo Company of Des
Moines. was training in California
before his second deployment
to Iraq, where he was stationed
between Fallujah and Ramadi in
Al-Anbar Province.
Miller's initial tour took place
from the fall of 2004 through the
spri ng of 2005, when he was located in Mahmudyah.
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BLOTTER
FRIDAY
838 P.M.
Sarah A Cross. 50. of Bowling
Green, was cited lor shoplifting, and
Eric D. Smith. 32. of Bowling Green.
was cited for complicity to theft.
11:23 P.M.
Jacob J. Martin. 21, of Fair view Park.
Ohio, was cited for drug possession.
11:29 P.M.
Kosta Heimbuch. 19. of Avon I alte.
Ohio, was cited for underage consumption.
11:55 P.M.
Bradley E. Rader. 20. of Medina.
Ohio, was cited (or open container.

SATURDAY
1:30 A.M.
Adam C. Smith. 18. of Carey. Ohio,
was cited for underage possession.
1:39 A.M.
Anthony J. Karr. 21. of Brook Park.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct.
1:53 A.M.
Courtney A. Byrd. 19, of Cincinnati.
was cited for open contain and
underage under the influence.
2:14 A.M.
Phillip M. Powell. 22. of Defiance.
Ohto. was cited for open container.
2:15 A.M.
Kevin W. Zamora. 21. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct and obstructing official
business, and Casey L. Donald. 21.
of Grand Rapids. Ohio, was arrested
for disorderly conduct
2:45 A.M.
Timothy E. Hightower. 25. of Toledo,
was arrested for carrying a concealed weapon.
10 50 P.M.
Travis L. Leute. 20. of Toledo, was
cited for open container and underage possession.

SUNDAY
,12:02 A.M.
'Jarrell D. Smith. 22. of Fostoria. was
cited for public urination
12:05 A.M.
Molly Elizabeth Wood. 18. of.
Westerville. Ohio, was cited for public urination
12:18 AM
Britney Demse Lambert. 19. and
Brytni Mautrice White, of Tiffin,
were cited for prohibited acts.
;1 :OOA.M.
:Chad R. Lester. 22, of Genoa. Ohio,
was cited for public urination.
2:06 A.M.
Launce D Moore. 42. of Bowling
Green, was cited for resisting arrest
and obstructing official business.
2:15 A.M.
.Ryan J. Shank. 27. of Portage. Ohio.
was cited for disorderly conduct.
2:30 A.M.
Joseph Zachary Reppert. 23. of
Bridgeport. W. Va.. was cited for disorderly conduct after attempting to
gam entry to a police cruiser.

DRINKING
From Page l
drinkunderagearebreakingthe
law and there are consequences
to that," Ginsburg said.
When students are sent
through the discipline process
for alcohol-related offenses,
they are typically sent to one
of two classes run through
the University's Wellness
Connection in Student Health
Service.
The first class, View Points,
is for first-time offenders and
is used as a way to try to get
students back on the right
track, saiil Carrie Arndt, an
alcohol and drug counselor at
the Wellness Connection. The
i lass Is conducted by a trained
graduate student and focuses
on how alcohol is impacting the
students' lives.
The
second
class,
Perspectives, is for students
who have been charged by the
tit> for alcohol-related crimes
or students who have previously been through the View Points
program. The class focuses on
how drinking is affecting the
students' decision-making process, Arndt said.
"Aside from the two programs, the University also
offers an individual counseling
and are free and confidential to
any student," Arndt said.

SAFETY
From Page I
mil campus in different locations, Wiegand said.
Although campus police do
not discuss where cameras are
located, they have been used
to make arrests and clear up
Issues thai have occurred.
ITS have also had a company come and go throughout campus to look at possible
locations for speakers for a
public address system.
"We want to provide as safe
and secure environment for
our students, faculty and staff
as we can," Wiegand said.
Associate Dean of Students
Michael Ginsburg said any
institution really does have
its student's best interests at
heart, lie said if student are
concerned with any aspect
of safety, they can let the
Department of student Life,
campus police or the campus
safety committee know.
"I think as a whole, students feel safe on campus,"
Ginsburg said.
He said the University is
as safe as any other school
in Ohio, including Miami
University, Ohio University
and Kent State.
I he biggest thing I think
people need to realize is we
arc not a Utopia," Ginsburg

"The problem is people are more
worried about getting themselves
or their friend in trouble than
getting the help that they need."
Carrie Arndt | Alcohol and drug counselor
It is important for students
to get the help they need if they
feel there is a problem because
the consequences of not doing
so go far beyond a hangover the
next morning, she said.
"There could be long-term
repercussions to your liver
and alcohol poisoning can be
fatal; you can drink yourself to
death," Arndt said.
Alcohol poisoning is a very
serious and potentially dangerous situation, she said.
Some University students are
also worried about the drinking
habits of the University community.
Senior lason McGce said he
doesn't believe there is a drinking problem, however, some
students do take things too far.
"I don't think (studentsdrinkingl is so bad, but to others,
drinking is like a right of passage," McGee said.
He feels to some people,
drinking is a matter of pride
and people will sometimes
drink themselves sick to try to
impress their friends.

McGee said he learned
responsible drinking habits
from his father, who used to
have maybe a few beers when
he drank and didn't over consume.
The classes mandated by
the University are not so much
meant to punish students for
drinking, but to educate them,
Arndt said.
"The problem is people are
more worried about getting
themselves or their friend in
trouble than getting the help
that they need," Arndt said.
The other worry is students
could potentially develop an
alcohol addiction while in college that might be hard to break,
she said.
Students who are starting to
feel like they might be developing an addiction should look for
several important signs, including a higher tolerance to alcohol, withdraw symptoms when
going without alcohol for a period of time and when drinking
starts to take more importance
than other activities.

"We want to

DONATION

provide as safe and
secure environment
... as we can."
James Wiegand | University Police
said. "I think our students as a
whole are very respectful, but
we are off a major highway."
There are plenty of people
in town, including some students, who will take advantage of others Ginsburg said.
Freshman
Curtis
Armintrout said, he does feel
safe on campus for the most
part.
This is a friendly campus
and everyone seems nice, he
said.
"I walk around at night a lot
and I'm not afraid or worried,"
Armintrout said. "My biggest
fear would probably be failing
out of college."
Students can also take precautions of there own such as
not walking alone at night.
They can also take advantage
of the resources provided by
the University such as the 2RIDE program, campus escort
service or the shuttle bus.
"Know your environment,"
Wiegand said. "We all have
to take some accountability
for our own safety. So use the

From Page 1
career in business.
According to Mark Bennion,
who helps decide which students
go when1 in the study abroad
program for business, the first
group of students to benefit from
this gift will be going to I long
Kong in lanuary. In the future,
Hoskins' gift will also help students study in countries like
France, Scotland, Europe and.
potentially, South America if
negotiations come through.
The goal is to send 100 students a year to study abroad
throughout the world.
"To me, this is a wonderful

nology, engineering and math
areas.
"IThe Ohio First Scholarship]
is a great addition to existing
aid programs and will encourage more students in STEM
programs," said Greg Guzman,
Student Financial Aid Director
at BGSU.
Aside from academic assistance students will also be
involved in a learning community.
The students will arrive
on campus five weeks before
school starts to get a head start
on courses and to become
acquainted with the campus,
said Midden.
This community will allow
students to participate in field
trips to math and science organizations so they can receive a
better understanding on situations involving these studies,
said Midden.
'This allows students to get
out in the community and
participate with businesses in
Northwest Ohio," said Matuga.
Undergraduate
research
will also be intertwined with
the introductory courses the
students will be taking, said
Midden.
First and second year students will also receive teaching

experiences through one-onone and group tutoring at local
schools.
"This is an area that can be
used in the real world," said
Midden.
Matuga and M idden both said
the extra teaching experience,
research aspect and interaction
with local businesses will help
further these students teaching
careers.
"It is important that our students are prepared not only
with math and science content
but also the best practices to
teach math and science so their
students can learn best," said
Matuga.
Matuga said the proposal for
the program took close to a year
to write.
It was an elaborate 70 page
proposal that explained student
education enhancement, said
Midden.
The grant BGSU received was
one of 17 proposals chosen to be
funded in the state of Ohio.
Midden feels the money
received from the grant will
make a difference for future
educators.
"We could definitely use more
science and math teachers. We
don't graduate enough to fill jobs
in these areas," said Midden.
"It will be worthwhile to have
people who really understand
math and science better," he
said.

thing," Bennion said in reference to Hoskins' gift. "It can
go to a lot of students now that
were previously excluded for
financial reasons and now I can
make it possible for them."
On Sept. 5, there was a ceremony honoring Hoskins at
the Business Administration
Building. There were many
prestigious University alumni
and faculty members present,
including Dr. Rodney Rogers,
dean of the business college
who was honored to have
Hoskins donate this gift to the
business college.
"It makes me excited he is
another alum stepping up in a
significant way so we can continue to elevate the educational

experience of our students,"
Rogers said.
The gift will run out in three
years, but will be evaluated
after this run and, if successful,
could very well continue on.
Hoskins does hope faculty
and students will benefit greatly
from this gift.
Hoskins main goal is to get
students to remember one
important aspect at the start of
their careers: "I know if we can
get some of these students their
first taste of the world by participating in the study abroad
programs, they will look back
on that and say 'Wow! This was
really influential.' I believe it
will be a good experience now,
but be a difference maker."

PROGRAM
From Page 1

HECTOR HATA I AP PHOTO
TRAIN CRASH: Rescue personnel work at the scene of a tram (rash in Los Angeles last Friday. A Metrolink commuter train believed to
be carrying up to 550 people collided with a freight train Friday, killing lour people and injuring dozens of others.

Railway disaster
results in .25 deaths
By Michael Blood
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — A dispatcher
tried to warn the engineer of a
Metrolink commuter train that
he was about to collide with a
freight train but the call came too
late, rail officials investigating the
crash that killed 25 people said
yesterday.
The dispatcher reached the
conductor in the rear of the train,
but by then it had already crashed
into the oncoming Union Pacific
engine at 40 mph, Metrolink officials said.
The engineer was killed in the
accident, the nation's deadliest
rail disaster in 15 years.
Metrolink said the engineer ran
a red signal, but federal investigators said it could be a year before
they determine a cause.
The National Transportation
Safety Board said yesterday it
was looking into a report that
the engineer may have been text
messaging around the time of the
crash.
Two days after the crash, men
wearing green and orange safety
vests walked up and down the
tracks yesterday in an earty morning fog, while others snapped
pictures and climbed inside the
wrecked shell of the front passenger car.
A teenager told CBS2-TVthat he
had exchanged a brief text message with the engineer shortly
before the crash. The Los Angeles
station said the teen was among a
group of youths who befriended
the engineer and asked him questions about his work. The station
showed an interview of the teen
\i

holding a cell phone with a text
message apparently signed by
the engineer and dated 4:22 p.m.
Friday, shortly before the crash.
Metrolink
spokeswoman
Denise Tyrrell said before the
report aired that she would find
it "unbelievable" that an engineer
would be text messaging while
operating a train.
NTSB spokesman Terry
Williams said he couldn't confirm reports that the engineer,
whose name was not released,
had been text messaging.
"We're going to look into that,
anything that can help us find the
cause of this accident," he said.
Earlier, NTSB member Kitty
Higgins said similar reports in
other accident investigations
turned out to be inaccurate "so
I want to be very, very careful
about ft."
Some 135 were injured in the
crash.
Dr. Marc Eckstein, medical
director for the Los Angeles Fire
Department, said survivors' injuries included partially severed
limbs and legs flayed to the bone.
At least two survivors had to be
extricated from underneath dead
bodies and six victims were discovered under the train Saturday,
he said.
"There were bodies cut in half,
and I could see torsos sticking out.
It was pretty horrific," Eckstein
said. "The bodies were entwined
with the wreckage."
Eckstein said all rescue personnel were required to check in with
a staff psychologist before leaving
the scene—but many, including
himself, preferred to deal privately with what they saw.
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SLINGING MUD ON A RAINY DAY AT FOUNDERS

Students given
chance to speak up
By Kate Snyder
Reporter

CHRISTINA MCGIHNIS

THE BG NEWS

HUD FIGHT: As the rain came down hard in Bowling Green, Chelsey Meek. Michael Dietz. Corey Domek and Alex Zlabis decided lo enjoy it and make the best ol it
outside of Founders by throwing mud at one another.

GET A LIFECALENDAR Of EVENTS

Some ewno tatai from evenabgm cdu

8 am - 9 pm
Exhibit2:Pure IntentionsWorks on Faithft Childhood
Dreams
Union Gallery Space

8 a.m. -11 p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 Olscamp

9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
UAO Poster Sale
202B Union

10-11 am
Community Partnership
Forum Behavioral
Connections
201 University Hall

11:30 a.m -12:30 p.m.
H20 Prayer Meeting
Prout Chapel

2 - 3 p.m.
FYSS Series: Living Out
Belief and Searching for
Truth at the University
315 Union

3 - 4 p.m.
FYSS Series:
Goal Setting 101
314 Union

4 - 5 p.m.
FYSS Series:
"Thinking For A Change"
316 Union

6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Meet the Greeks
202B Union

•

9 -11 p.m
Monday Night Trivia
Black Swamp Pub

STATE
BRIEF

Univ. of Akron pays
students to move
out of dorms
AKRON (AP) - Some college students
can't wait for the chance to move off
campus. At the University of Akron,
they're getting paid $1,000 to do it
With enrollment up 5 percent, the
school doesn't have enough room in
residence halls to meet demand. So
it offered payments to those living on
campus to move out and make room for
others.
Sixty students have accepted so far,
freeing up rooms (or almost half of the
125 students currently in temporary
housing in downtown hotels. The university is working to find housing near
campus for the rest ol the students.
The school will refund all housing
fees to students who move out. The
26,000-student campus has temporarily
rescinded the reguirement that freshmen from outside the area must live in a
residence hall.

Harvard professor quits,
challenges dean on diversity
By Bonnie J. Kavousii
U-Wire

Government professor Lisa
L. Martin, who served as the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences'
first diversity dean and chair
of the Standing Committee on
Women, has left Harvard for
the University of Wisconsin at
Madison, criticizing Dean of
the Faculty Michael D. Smith's
commitment to hiring minority and female professors on
her way out.
As a leader of female and
minority recruitment, Martin
compiled and released two
reports on hiring. Her first
report raised alarm when it
found that the female tenure
rate in 2005-2006 had fallen to
21 percent — half the rate of
the previous year.
Martin started a mentoring
program for untenured female
professors, where junior professors would be paired with
senior faculty from a different
department within the same
division. The program, she
said, enabled junior faculty to
discuss sensitive department
issues if needed, Fifty untenured faculty members and 25
tenured professors participated, according to Martin.
But now, Martin said in an
interview, she is worried that
some of the programs she
started may not continue.
While Martin was serving
officially asanadviserondiversity to the dean of the Faculty
of Arts and Sciences, she said
that Smith did not appear
interested in her advice.
In contrast to Deans William
C. Kirby and Jeremy R. Knowles,
whom she described as "attentive" to her input, she said that
Smith was less engaged.
"He was so new to the
job, he had such a long list
of things to do," Martin said.
"We talked about things once
in a while, but 1 think it was
one of a very large number of
things on his plate."
Smith said in an e-mailed
statement that he considers
minority and female recruitment an important priority.
"We continually look at our
processes and actively try to

"I think there's a bit of fatigue
sitting in with people not wanting to
continue having to hammer down
the diversity issue all the time."

Last Friday, the Graduate
Student Senate kicked off
their first meeting with more
elections, more student concerns and a crash course in
parliamentary procedure.
Gary Washington was elected
as the new secretary and Greg
Lucsko became one of the new
representatives at large. There
is still one opening for that
position left.
Parliamentary procedure was
gone over quickly, with President
Emmanual Guillory encouraging members to use it properly.
"In the past, people were hesitant to speak up," he said. "I want
us to be a community."
The first guest speaker was
Denny Brubrig, the Associate
Dean of Students, who encouraged the students to get themselves and their departments
involved with activities on
campus..
Bill Mathis, the co-chair of
strategic planning, was another
guest speaker who spoke about
getting more students involved
with strategic planning.
Mathis said they have both a
Web site and blog, and encour-

careers of FAS faculty, such as
junior faculty mentoring and
child care," Pharr said.
'An easy decision'
Martin grew up in the
Madison, Wise. area. She said
she's moving because she
wasnts to live closer to family.
But she added that Harvard did
not offer her a better arrangement when she informed them
of Wisconsin's offer.
"Obviously, leaving Harvard
isa very tough thing to do," she
said this summer. "But honestly, it wasn't that hard of a
decision because Harvard did
very little to try to retain me, to
keep me around, so it made it
an easy decision for me."
Martin said she spoke often
with government department
chair Nancy L. Rosenblum. But
Smith and David M. Cutler, then
divisional dean for the social
sciences, did not approach her
once about staying, she said.
"As you might imagine, I cannot talk about the departure of
any specific faculty member,"
Culler said in an e-mail. "I can
only say that Lisa Martin is a
terrific scholar, a wonderful
person, and a great teacher. I
wish her all the best."

were hesitant to
speak up. I want us to
be a community."
Emmanual Guillory | GSS President
aged students to check both out
and leave comments or make
suggestions.
Dean of Students Jill Carr, the
final guest speaker, had everyone get involved right away by
making the senate members get
up and introduce themselves to
their neighbors.
She then had them go around
the room and state what they
think is an important concern
for graduate students.
Concerns included more f unding, better parking and more
marketing for graduate college.
"Great!" Carr said. "You all just
created an excellent agenda."
In addition to their own concerns, the top ten concerns of
graduate students according to
a poll taken in spring 2007 were
discussed.
GSS responded to these concerns by creating committees to
address each of the concerns.

Marine: Being back at
Univ. of Iowa a load off
By Meredith Mulford

Lawrence H. Summers | Former Harvard University President
improve them," he said. "This
is critical for us as we strive to
have the best faculty."
But Martin added that the
attention of the faculty as a
whole to diversity has diminished since 2005, when Kirby
first created the position of
diversity dean, following former University President
Lawrence H. Summers' controversial comments regarding
women in science.
"I think there's a bit of fatigue
sitting in with people not wanting to continue having to hammer down the diversity issue
all the time," she said. "After
really intense attention to these
issues after two to three years,
people like to think there's
been a change, and they don't
have to be on top of the issue
anymore."
Her criticisms come at a time
when the Harvard has turned
its attention to the racial climate on campus. University
President Drew G. Faust created a committee to review
the Harvard University Police
Department's policies following an incident involving two
police officers last month.
Smith has yet to select a new
diversity dean. He said that he
is consulting with Senior Vice
Provost Judith D. Singer and
other officials on "how best
to configure the position for
success."
Government
professor
Susan J. Pharr will serve
as chair of the Standing
Committee of Women in the
fall, and organismic and evolutionary biology professor
Elena M. Kramer will serve
as chair in the spring, after
returning from sabbatical.
In a written statement, Pharr
called Martin's exit "a major
loss for Harvard."
"Shc.worked very hard on
issues that affect the lives and

"ln the past, people

U-Wire

For much of University of Iowa
Marine Sam Miller's second tour,
he was split: body in Iraq, mind
in Iowa.
"The toughest part about
deployment is that your life is put
on hold and everyone moves on.
When you get home, nothing's
the same," he said. "My peers are
all finished — I missed out on the
college experience. I missed all of
my buddies' graduations, football
games, and got out of touch with
friends who left town. I thought
about it a lot."
Unlike most of his peers, the
23-year-old Keosauqua, Iowa
native just completed a second
year of active duty as a Marine
— seven months of which were
spent in Iraq. He came back the
weekend before school started
with no choice but to return to
classes. If he hadn't re-enrolled,
completion of his athletics-training major would have been further delayed.
Student veterans usually have
difficulty adjusting when returning to campus, said Herald "Skip"
Kempnich, an assistant to the III
registrar.
"There's a different environment in combat," Kempnich said.
"It's not as structured once they're

back—they don't have their band
of brothers."
However, this was not a major
issue with Miller.
"I got back just in time to avoid
conflicts," the UI junior said.
"Some people may think it's difficult to come back to school the
day after you get home, but after
being in Iraq and leading a squad,
it's kind of a load off."
With hundreds of student veterans returning to campus each
year, programs at the UI Office
of Veteran's Services are in place
to facilitate the reintegration
process.
"It's really a pretty veteranfriendly campus," Kempnich said.
"Faculty vets remember how they
were treated and go above and
beyond to help. Whatever's going
on, you don't have to deal with it
alone."
The office serves around 350 UI
student veterans who have served
overseas, many in Iraq.
At this time last year, the reservist, with Echo Company of Des
Moines, was training in California
before his second deployment
to Iraq, where he was stationed
between Fallujah and Ramadi in
Al-Anbar Province.
Miller's initial tour took place
from the fall of 2004 through the
spring of 2005, when he was located in Mahmudyah.
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"If you look at the blotter, you see numerous young people who are cited for
underage under the influence. We just try to take action when we see a violation."
- Chief James Wiegand. Director of Public Safety. [From page 1]
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"I read this in stall talk. I
think its more than four
drinks in one sitting"

"When you drink a
ton and a ton and
a ton; then you get
sick"

"[Drinking] to the

Rob Whitehurst.
Sophomore.
Athletic Training

Megan Smith.
Freshman,
History

Ruth VI a sic.
Junior.
Criminal Justice

"Whenycxjovw-drink.
I guess"

point where you

4

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

can't walk straight."

i' "

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
Troy Troutnun,
Freshman.
Engineering Technology

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Fact checking failure
causes United Airlines
stock to fall
We need to avoid the tendency to immediately
act on information that hasn't been checked,
vetted and evaluated. A knee-jerk reaction

MICHAEL WEIOMAN I THE 8G NEWS

Portrayals of a sexually stunted country
American parents avoid sex talk with their children
By Andr«« Ginrdin

UWire

French President Nicolas Sarkozy
likes to call Barack Obama his
"pal," and French women swoon
over his smile and well-proportioned ears. But any boost that
Monsieur Obama might give to
the trans-Atlantic Camcmbcrt
trade come November threatens
to be undone by the Palin blip on
the election radar.
Sarah I'alin reminds us of the
fundamental divide between
the francophone and anglophone worlds: sex.
Palin takes me back to everything I learned about sex in
France (and lest you think that
this is a pornographic exercise,
let me point out that my grandmother reads this).
Before I went abroad last
June, I could have put Danielle
Steele out of business with the
compendium of raunchy sexcapades 1 had collected from
friends since high school.
It was thus with great dread
that I undertook the transatlantic journey to Sexyland.
I purchased a garter belt,
threw away the key, got a syphilis
vaccine and stayed very far away
from the Marquis de Sade's castle. The topless women on the
beach in Marseilles had breasts
like warning beacons: "Imagine
what we do in private if the twins
are allowed out in public."
Last September, I was overjoyed to discover that women

in Paris were clothed. Very
clothed. Turtlenecks. The men
had tight pants, but I learned
to walk with an averted gaze
and squint method to avoid
repeated bulge sightings.
I was safe. I was safe because
the French don't talk about sex the
way Americans do.
Palin's vp run serves as a glaring
reminder of this. ITiefranco-anglo
cultural barrier runs deepest
when it comes to the bedroom.
In Montreal, I grew up with
a distinctly non-American
conception of how you discuss
these things. One of my earliest vivid memories, when 1 was
about 4 or 5, isof my mother taking me to the bookstore to pick
out a book about sex. Maman,
d'oil viennenl les bebCs? (Mom,
where do babies come from?)
answered all of my questions
about conception, gestation and birth in simple language and pedagogical detail.
In kindergarten, 1 had all my
questions answered at home.
And so did everyone else, I
assumed. Until we moved to
America. In9thgradehealthclass,
we learned how to put a condom
on a banana, graduating really
well equipped to protect fruit
against STDs. I thanked District
115 for being so progressive as
I watched Bristol Palin waddle
onto the stage at the Republican
National Convention.
I have college-aged friends
whose parents still haven't
had "the talk" with them. It's

not something American parents seem to discuss with their
children. Sex is not something
broached pedagogically and
openly in school. Information,
scientific fact, general knowledge is not widely disseminated,
especially not in Alaska.
The fact that my parents gave
me a book about sex as a child is
such a novelty that guests to our
home invariably ask to see the
Girardin relic.
"A sex book for children. Of
course it's in French. You guys
are so liberal in Quebec."
My American friends are right.
There is a francophone propensity to openness about this kind of
information. In Paris, for example,
exists at the Cite: des sciences, a
whole exposition devoted to
pedagogical dissemination of
sex info for children. Parents can
take their kids through the expo
on a Sanirday morning and have
all their questions answered in
an honest and detailed manner.
T'odd and Sarah are about as likely
to hit up this exhibit when they
take their next family trip to Paris
as they are to actually obtain passports for the Palin brood.
Thcprevailingstrategyinmost
of the U.S. of A. seems to be that
ignoring the very existence of sex
will prevent children from ever
discovering it or, worse, engaging in sexual behavior. This pervasive avoidance has led to a
vast dichotomy between what is
taught and discussed and what
is actually done.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for
letters to the editor:

Last Monday, a staff member at
an investment newsletter publisher in Florida entered the
words "bankruptcy" and "2008"
in a Google search. The objective was to search for overlooked
information about companies in
trouble. But, what followed was
the "perfect storm" in terms of
what happens when everything
goes wrong.
My understanding is that
Google assigns the current
date to any item that is not
date-stamped. The first-item
returned from this particular Google search was a story
about the United Airlines bankruptcy filing that appeared on
the South Florida Sun Sentinel
web site. For whatever reason,
this item had no date on it. The
story mentioned Uniled's filing
on Monday morning. Wrong
Monday. United had filed for
Chapter 11 protection on
Monday, Dec. 9, 2002. No one
checked the story.
At 10:43 a.m. a summary of
the story from the Sun Sentinel
site was posted on Bloomberg,
which is a major source of financial information. Again, no one
checked the story. The story subsequently hit Wall Street.
At the opening bell on the
stock exchange this past
Monday morning the stock
opened a price of around S12
a share. After the article was
posted on Bloomberg, the
stock dropped to below $5.00
in about five minutes shares
fell as low as $3 before trading
in the stock was halted just
after 11 a.m.
Now, the back-filling and "it's
not my fault" chants began.
Bloomberg announced that
they don't edit third-party Web
sites or other news organiza-

is neither appropriate nor effective.
tions' content. Again, no one
checked the story. A statement
from the Tribune Co., which
owns the Sun Sentinel and the
Chicago Tribune, stated that
the story from 2002 was located in the archive section of the
Web site of the Sun Sentinel in
South Florida. They concluded
that the story contains information that would clearly lead
a reader to the conclusion that
it was related to events in 2002.
They assumed that the reader
would know about the bankruptcy occurring in 2002. But,
we all know what can happen
when we assume.
United quickly denied the
bankruptcy rumor categorically
this past Monday morning, and
issued a statement saying, "The
story was related to Uniled's
2002 bankruptcy filing, and
United has demanded a retraction from the Sun Sentinel and
is launching an investigation."
After the error was discovered, trading in shares of United
resumed at 12:30 p.m.
lack of checking, a search
engine's anomaly and assumptions made - the perfect storm.
So, what can we learn?
First, information travels
much faster than it used to.
The Battle of New Orleans was
fought several weeks after the
War of 1812 formally ended. It
took that long for the news to
reach Andrew lackson, and the
battle was needlessly fought.
Things are - or should be - much
different now. But, it's important
not to be overawed by the power
and speed of information flows
or the technology that enables it
to move as fast as it does. More
important is the quality of the
information. In short, does it

pass the "smell test"?
Second, no one stopped to
check if the story that appeared
on the Google search made
sense, in terms of time. If
that had happened, someone
would/should have remembered that United declared
bankruptcy in 2002, and would
have wondered about the probability of a company journeying down the bankruptcy trail
twice in six years.
lastly, we need to avoid the
tendency to immediately act on
information that hasn't been
checked, vetted and evaluated. It's become much easier
to instantly react to news, and
unconsciously make a decision
in response to it in the same
amount of time as it took the
information to reach us. A kneejerk reaction is neither appropriate nor effective.
Information is a product of
human beings and, as such,
has all of the faults, foibles and
strengths that humans possess. With instant information, we can delude ourselves
into thinking we have instant
knowledge. And, since knowledge is power, the next conclusion can be inescapable. But,
as Jacob Bronowski in his book
"The Ascent of Man" stated,
"We have to cure ourselves of
the itch for absolute knowledge and power. We have to
close the distance between
the push-button order and the
human act."
Or, as "Dirty Harry" would
say, "we've just got to know our
limitations."
— Respond to Phil at
theiieuis@bgiieuis.com

EXTRA!!! EXTRA!!!
CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions?
The Forum section is looking for more people to write columns
and illustrate for us.
0

■ E-mail us at thenewstjibgnews.com.

E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-J72-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.
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SPEAK YOUR HIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
lo a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsis'bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column. All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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THE BIGGEST
BACK TO SCHOOL
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SORTING IT OUT: Bryant Sears sons leftover medicines and conlaminaled packing at Abboll Northwestern Hospital in Minneapolis.

Millions of pharmaceuticals
dumped into waste water annually
By Jaff Donn, Martha Mandoza
and Justin Pritchard
The Associated Ptess

U.S. hospitals and long-term
care facilities annually flush
millions of pounds of unused
pharmaceuticals down the
drain, pumping contaminants into America's drinking
water, according to an ongoing
Associated Press investigation.
These discarded medications
are expired, spoiled, over-prescribed or unneeded. Some are
simply unused because patients
refuse to take them, can't tolerate them or die with nearly full
90-day supplies of multiple prescriptions on their nightstands.
Few of the country's 5,700 hospitals and 45,000 long-term care
homes keep data on the pharmaceutical waste they generate. Based on a small sample,
though, the AP was able to project an annual national estimate
of at least 250 million pounds of
pharmaceuticals and contaminated packaging, with no way to
separate out the drug volume.
One thing is clear The mas-

POSTER
SALE

disclosure, and led officials in
more than two dozen additional
metropolitan areas to analyze
flushing them their drinking water.
And while most pharmaceuwhich is not ideal."
tical waste is unmetabolized
Maty Ludlow | White Oak Phatmacy medicine that is Hushed into
sewers and waterways through
sive amount of pharmaceuticals human excretion, the AP exambeing flushed by the health ser- ined institutional drug disposal
vices industry is aggravating an and its dangers because unused
emerging problem documented drugs add another substantial
by a series of AP investigative sto- dimension to the problem.
"Obviously, we'reflushing them
ries — the commonplace presence of minute concentrations of — which is not ideal," acknowlpharmaceuticals in the nation's edges Mary Ixidlow at White
drinking water supplies, affecting Oak Pharmacy, a Spartanburg,
S.C. firm that serves 15 nursing
at least 46 million Americans.
Researchers are finding evi- homes and assisted-living residence that even extremely liences in the Carolinas.
Such facilities, along with hosdiluted concentrations of pharmaceutical residues harm fish, pitals and hospices, pose distinct
frogs and other aquatic species challenges because they handle
in the wild. Also, researchers large quantities of powerful
report that human cells fail to and toxic drugs — often more
grow normally in the laboratory powerful and more toxic than
when exposed to trace concen- the medications people use at
home. Tests of sewage from sevtrations of certain drugs.
The original AP series in March eral hospitals in Paris and Oslo
prompted federal and local leg- uncovered hormones, antibiotislative hearings, brought about ics, heart and skin medicines and
calls for mandatory testing and pain relievers.

"Obviously, we're

Ike damage
maybe
less than
feared
By David Koanig
The Associated Press

A small change in Hurricane
Ike'scoursejustbeforeitcrashed
into the Texas coast Saturday
may have spared the state and
the nation from significantly
worse economic damage.
The center of the storm
appeared to miss the vital
concentration of oil and petrochemical refineries in the
Houston area, and the surge of
water rolling into the nation's
second-largest port was also
weaker than predicted.
"If the eye of that storm had
been as much as 20 miles east,
we would have a lot more havoc
and damage than we did," said
Chris lohnson, a senior vice
president at commercial property insurer FM Global.
Much of the region's industrial recover)' will depend on how
quickly power companies can
restore electricity; that, in turn,
will depend on how quickly the
utilities can get employees back
to work.
Gas prices leaped overnight
throughout the East Coast —
to nearly $5 a gallon in some
place — because much of its
fuel comes via pipeline from
the Gulf Coast, where wholesale prices had been climbing
in recent days. Motorists are
likely to pay more for weeks, or
until the power can be restored
to big refineries in Louisiana
and Texas.
Moreover, workers whose
skills are needed to kickstart the local economy are
busy dealing with personal
hardships.
"I received a call from one of
my employees, who was evacuated to San Antonio. He was just
informed that his house was
totally destroyed," said Bill Reid,
the CEO of Ohmstede, which
builds and repairs refineries.
Reid, who lives in Kemah,
Texas, about 35 miles south
of Houston, said his town vtas
without power and water, and
still had 15 fe^t of flooding.

VIRGINIA SHERWOOD
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LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON: In this image released by NBC. Luke Russert is shown at
the Democratic National Convention in Denvet on Aug. 26

lew Russert
to take fathers place
in reporting politics
By David Bauder
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - The reporter who
sat across from (ohn McCain and
Barack Obama for separate interviews that aired on NBC's "Today"
show Friday was only 23.
Was he nervous?
"Not necessarily." Hike Russert
said. "I had prior relationships
with both of them."
He asked both Obama and
McCain about whether community service should be mandatory for young people. They said
no, but both presidential candidates said the United States
missed a real opportunity to
teach citizens about sacrifice following the 9/11 terrorist attacks.
Matt Lauer debriefed him about
the interviews.
No one would haw figured on
seeing a Russert on the "Today"
show this political season following the shocking death of Luke's
dad, Tim Russert, of a heart attack
on lune 13.
Offered the chance to report
on youth issues for NBC News,
the gregarious young Russert
dove into the assignment with

gusto, toting a microphone
backstage at the Democratic and
Republican conventions. Many
of his stories have appeared on
the "Nightly News" Web site and
he blogs about his experiences
on iCuc.com
"He's one of the rookies of the
year," said NBC News President
Steve Capus. "I lere's a man at the
worst possible time in his life who
stepped into the spotlight with
great poise, strength and a sense
of humor, with a love of politics
and a love for NBC."
Would a young man at his age
and with his credentials secure
such a high-profile job if his last
name wasn't Russert? Doubtful,
of course. But NBC News might
be expected to act paternally
toward a person its employees
watched grow by the side of its
beloved Washington bureau chief
and "Meet the Press" host
I le often accompanied his dad
on assignments ("as a 10-yearold I was as tall as Ross Perot,"
he recalled), riding McCain's
"Straight Talk Express" during
the 2000 primary campaign and
meeting Obama at a forum on
public service in 2006.

Most Images
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SIDELINES

BRONCO BUSTED
FOOTBALL
Bengals suffer
tough loss to Titans
The Cincinnati Bengals had
trouble getting anything done
on offense yesterday against
the Tennessee Titans, who's
defensive pressure led the
way to a 24-7 win at Paul
:

Brown Stadium.
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News Sports
Blog
Log on to The BG News
Sports Blog today to see what
coach Gregg Brandon had
to say about the Boise State
game, as well as what the
' football team will do during
the bye week. We'll also have
updates all week long on
every fall sport.
www.bgnewssports.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
2000-The Sydney
Olympic games open.
1978—Muhammad Ali wins
the heavyweight title.
1969—Cardinals Steve
Carlton strikes out 19 Mets
setting a record.

The List
BG dropped their second
straight game Saturday, losing
to Boise State. 20-7. Here are
the top five stories from this
weekend's game:
■

Falcons show promise, but struggle to score against Boise State defense

1. Finishing drives:

ByMaryAlbl

The Falcons moved the ball

The Boise Slate Arbiter

nicely during the game, but
the offense wasn't able to
finish drives for touchdowns,
except once.

i 2. Sinisa Vrvilo: Sinisa
Vrvilo was 15 of 19 on field
| goals last year. However, he
' missed two in the Boise game
from 42 and 55 yards. He is
now one of four on field goals
this season.

3. Injuries: Anthony
| Turner, Freddie Barnes and
! Erique Dozier all missed
' playing time due to injuries
sustained in the game.

lithe Boise Stale 1 Jnivcrsity football
team was to he graded on their'first
real lest' this season, they would
pass and fail.
Saturday night the way the
Broncos offense played was a tale
of two different halves. The way the
defense played w.is A" solid effort
the whole night that resulted in a
20-7 win over the Bowling Green
Falcons.
The Broncos came out firing on
all cylinders in the first and second
MATTCIIUY AP PHOTO
quarters that resulted in all 20 of GANG TACKLE: A swarm ol BG defenders take down BSU rusher Ian Johnson Saturday.
tiieir points. Quarterback Mien
Moore was a blistering II -of-13 Moore said
in the first and second quarters,
during the first half for 133 yards,
Also working during the first half including a 53-yard nin. Johnson
including a 39-yard nan to junior offensively for BSU was senior nin- also produced two of BSU's three
wide receiver leremy Childs.
ning back fan Johnson. The tail- touchdowns.
"It was great having leremy back," back rushed for 92 of liis 97 yards
The offense for BSU was a bright

light in the first half that should
have shone over to the second, but
for some reason didn't. "Second half
just wasn't the way we should be
playing I'll take some of the blame,"
Moore said. "I need to make more
completions."
While the offense struggled to
gain rhyme and get things clicking it was the Bronco's defense that
rose to the challenge, just like they
had in the fist half as they held the
falcons to zero points.
"First off I just want to say how
pleased right now we are with
our defense," head coach Chris
ftitersen said Saturday night.
As Bowling Green was slowly
dominating the second half, the
BSU defense was solid as a rock
See LOSS | Page 7

SCORING
SUMMARY
First Quarter
3:39- Kellen Moore. 1-yard
run (two-point conversion
failed). 6-0 BSU
Second Quarter
IQ1O8- Ian Johnson, 1-yard
run (Kyle Brotzman kick).

13-0 BSU
3:00- Ian Johnson, 6-yard
run (Brotzman kick). 20-0
BSU
Fourth Quarter
11:10- Jimmy Scheidler.
4-yard pass from Freddie
Barnes (Sinisa Vrvilo kick),
20-7 BSU

4. Boise's defense:
Boise's defense really stepped
up to give the Falcon offense
fits, including one interception.

Falcons claim second straight tourney win

5. Ian Johnson: Ian
Johnson ran well against BG's
defense, taking one run for 53
. yards, two
I touchdowns

. •

; and 97 yards

|

total.

(

By Sean Shapiro

A kill by sophomore Shari Luther
tied the set and BG finally took the
set 28-26 on a block by Mohr and
BG won their second straight tour- I lalm. Following the rally in set two,
nament this weekend goinga perfect BG carried momentum in the third
ancrfounh sets as the Phoenix only
3-0 in the Marquette Challenge.
Seniors Meghan Mohr, Chelsey held one lead as BG closed out the
Meek and Kendra Halm were match 3-1.
named to the all-tournament for the
B( i won their second D latch of the
second straight week while Halm tournament by sweeping theTemple
was named tournament MVP for the Owls 3-0. Temple struggled at the net
Iiitting a dismal .163 for the match
second time this seasoa
"Kendra has always been a huge and a .000 in the first set
pan of our team; she's an extremely
"It was a well-balanced team effort.
great middle Mocker and middle hit- They were very focused on stopping
ter, and she is also a great teammate. Kendra Halm and everyone else had
I like to think it's the same thing with to pick it up and they did." said assistant coach Marie Hardaway.
Meghan and myself," said Meek.
The Means opened the weekIn addition to BG dominating the
end against the Green Bay Phoenix net they also served extremely well
dropping the first set 16-25 as they recording six aces and only one error.
struggled at tlic net. only hitting .143 Offensively sophomore Sam Fish led
as a team. The Phoenix alt nost took a
two-set lead as they led 25-24 in the
See VOLLEY | Page 7
second set.
Reporter

Women's soccer scores in
bunches, wins two matches
By Jordan Cravans
Reporter

When it rains it pours.
Fortunately enough for
the BG women's soccer team,
showers on Friday and light
rain yesterday brought with it
an abundance of goals.
The Falcons' picked up two
decisive victories over the
weekend, winning 7-0 against
Tennessee Tech on Friday and
3-0 yesterday to Marshall.
Seven different players netted
goals for BG on Friday, which
marked the first time in school
history it has been done.
In addition, the offensive performance was the third highest
6G NEWS F«E PHOTO
WINNERS: The Fakoishad three
players make the All-Tournament Team

See SOCCER I Page 7
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DOMINANT: The women's soccer team
scored 10 total goak over the weekend.
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GETTING CHIPPY: Glenn Holt (led) and Cortland Finnegan (right) engage in some jersey grabbing during yesterday's game.

Bengals' offense shut down by Titans,
24-7, in blustery Cincinnati weather
By Jo* Kay
The Associated Press

"It was bordering on being impossible to
throw the ball where you wanted to throw

CINCINNATI — Aftera week in the
it. It just wreaked havoc on anything
vortex of Vince Young's drama, the
Tennessee Titans were unfazed by
you were trying to do."
all the sniff swirling around them
in Paul Brown Stadium.
Kerry Collins | Titans QB on the windy conditions in Cincinnati
Boxes. Wrappers. Plastic bags.
They took it in stride and won in
ance in franchise history. It hasn't offenses to keep it simple.
a breeze.
Amazingly, Collins went 14With Young back home rest- come easy.
Young sprained his left knee of-21 for 128 yards without an
ing his knee, backup quarterback Kerry Collins led Tennessee during an opening win over interception.
"It was bordering on being
through Cincinnati's wind-tun- Jacksonville, and the Titans asked
nel of a stadium yesterday. He police to look for him a day later impossible to throw the hall when."
threw his first touchdown pass out of concern for his mental state. you wanted to throw it," said
in two years and played the gusls The drama consumed their week, Collins, who drew upon his experiexpertly in a 24-7 victory, leaving and "lining didn't accompany the ence playing at the Meadowlands
the Titans unbeaten at the end of team to Cincinnati, where his 35- with the Ghuits for five years. "It
year-old backup showed he knows just wreaked havoc on anything
a trying week.
you were trying to do. I've been
"It's never easy when things what he's doing.
"I knew the old gunslinger was fairly confident at being able to
are going on," Collins said, "but
you've got to get lost in the game going to go out there and do his throw in the wind over my career."
The Titans' defense took
plan and get ready for what's thing," Bulluck said. "We had no
advantage, too.
concerns."
going to happen on Sunday."
Bengals receiver Chad (Xho
Collins threw an 11-yard touchThe Titans were prepared. The
down pass to lustin Gage and Cinco tormented the Titans'
Bengals simply weren't
Collins avoided mistakes, rookie made no mistakes against the secondary last November in
Chris Johnson ran for 109 yards, Bengals (0-21, off to their worst Cincinnati's 35-6 win, catching a
and Rob Bironas guided a low, start since Marvin lewis became career-high 12 passes and three
touchdowns. Bulluck warned the
curving kick through gyrating head coach in 2003.
Play by play, the Titans blew aching "Oucho Cinco" before the
uprights for a 34-yard field goal.
game to steer den
Linebacker Keith ISulluck provided them away
All Ocho Cinco managed was
Gusts well over 30 mph turned
the clincher, blocking Kyle larson's
punt in the end zone with his right Paul Brown Stadium into a wind four harmless catches — he also
arm, then snatching the ball offthe machine. Swirling debris pelted got flagged for holding and interthe field — one of the referees' ference — in an offense that has
ground for another touchdown.
At 2-0, the Titans are off to their white caps sailed more than 50 only one touchdown in two games.
best start since 1999. when the)' yards off his head — and every At times, the Titans' biggest chalwon their first three games and tlirow became a gamble. Balls lenge was dodging debris spit out
made the only Super Bowl appear- floated and veered, forcing the by the wind.

LOSS
From Page 6
and stayed sound against a tricky
and very complex BG offense.
The defense for BSU also seemed
to come up with tlie big play when
they needed it. They stopped the
Falcons numerous times on big
third down play's mid only let BG
score once during the entire game.
"Defense is awesome they keep
making plays," Moore said. "They
held in down in the red zone and
they just keep making plays, when
it counts die most"
"That one score we did give up
was frustrating," senior linebackNOT CUE*
er Tim Brady said. "The way our
defense is playing right now it's FIRST TIME: Backup 0B Andrew Beam
MATTCIUEY APPHOIO
exciting we're 11 guys that love saw his first action of the year Saturday.
playing together."
TOP RUSHER: Boise State's Ian Johnson
Sophomore Jeron Johnson led
rushed for 97 yards and a touchdown.
the defense with 13 tackles and ative of the way the second half
senior Fills Power recorded 11 as faired for both teams.
well as a sack for a 17-yard loss.
Next week BSU will face their ing like they did Saturday.
"Personally as far as our offense.
The defense ended the game biggest challenge of the season
when junior Kyle Wilson inter- when they travel to Eugene to play we just need to get going a little
cepted a pass from BG quarterback the University of Oregon. A team more," Moore said. "We need to
Tyler Sheehan. That end was indie- that they know they can't beat play- score more points than that."

BGSU
TRIVIA

match scoring total in school
history and the highest single
game total in four years.
Colleen Kordan, Carolyn
Nesline, Fmily Merritt and
Katelyn Turner all recorded
their first career goals in the
match, complemented by
Gina Rossi, Corbie Yee and
Jackie Tamerlano who also
found the net.
"You saw people like Fmily
Merritt, who hasn't played
that much this season, come
on and get a goal," said BG
Coach Andy Richards.
"It also shows the depth we
have on the team and the
way everyone is prepared to
chip-in," he said of the team's
seven goals.
Another school record, for
most players used in a single
match was set by Richards,
who used 27 different players.
Following a match where
the goals were plentiful, the
learn showed no signs of over
confidence as they came out
again with intensity against a
strong Marshall team.
"This is a good team — they
compete In Conference USA
— this is a big win for us,"
Richards said.
Kordan, becoming somewhat of a "special-teams"
weapon for penalty kicks, netted her second goal of the soi I
on the weekend and of her
career with a shot into the
upper-left corner of the goal
just three minutes into play.
Leading 1-0 heading into
the half, BG did not register
an open play goal until Katie
Stephenson booted a shot into
the net from outside the goal
box with 34 minutes left in
the game.
A third goal by Corbie
Yee on a cross from Megan
Amann, sealed the fate of the
match with 17 minutes left,
BG up 3-0.
Defense was full-proof In
both matches, led by goal
keeper Alexa Arsenault, who
chalked up five saves on
the weekend, including four
against Marshall.
Christy Zabck. who played
the second half against
Tennessee Tech, had four
saves.
The weekend's victories
mark the first time this season
BG has claimed two wins in a
single weekend.
"That was a goal for us... We
had said that once we get into
MAC play it is essential to pick
up two wins in a weekend.
"That's what 1 really like
about this team right now;
we set little goals at half-time,
before games, after games
and ask them to do it and they
are achieving a lot of them so
that gives us a lot of encouragement as a coaching staff."
The Falcons' are now 13-2-2)
On the season and will close a
three game home-stand with
a match on Friday against
Detroit. Kick-off is at 5 p.m. at
Cochrane field.

TRIVIA
On October
13. 1919. BG
played its first
intercollegiate
football game.
Who was the

opponent?
A. Toledo
B. Ohio University
C. Baldwin-Wallace
D. University Of Michigan

hitting an impressive 368 while
Maii|uette was held to a .KiH.

BG continued to lie dominant
in the fourth set as Marquette
only had three more kills than
emirs. Both sets resulted in 2516 Falcon victories.
"We're really confident when DOWN TO THE WIRE: BG needed five
we go into live sets because the sets to beat Marquette for the tourney title
last couple times we've come out
on lop: il was just like Anny lasi
12 on a three-point mil. After a
week where we were down two Marquette point BG sophomore
and then were able to Win three (iirey I lomek gave the liilcons the
tournament title on a kill.
straight." said Meek
BG finished their 11-match
Marquette seemed to right the
ship as they juni|ied out to a 7-4
opening road nip '.>-2 and will
come home nod weekend to host
lead in the fifth and louriiiimenl
deciding set !«■ fought hick able the Besi Western Imitatioual at
to tie and (hen lake the lead I I

Anderson Arena.
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every tow, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Play moteSudoitu andwin prizes at

PRIZESUDOKUM

A LITTLE BIT

BETTER
A LITTLE BIT

FRESHER
- A WHOLE LOT -

FASTER

SALE

What BG city tyfl/
street does not/
cross the
railroad tracks?!

the offense recording a team high
27 assists.
The win set up a match-up
with host Marquette lot the tour
■lament title. It appeared that
Matquette wnukl lake the championship east] .is tiin won the
first two sets with a pair of 25-21
sir lories.
BG was able to turn around
the match in set three as they
cameoutanddnniiiiatedthenet

Call HOW, or gel your tree estimate online @ tlierjreman.com
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GUARDING AGAINST PROTEST: A soldier stands guard at the entrance of Gufemo Elder Bell refinery in Santa Cruz. Bolivia on Saturday.

ACROSS

By Carlos Vald*i
The Associated Press

LA PAZ, Bolivia — President
Evo Morales on Saturday
accused an opposition governor of using foreign thugs
against government supporters in violence that has
claimed at least 18 lives and
prompted him to declare
martial law in a breakaway
province.
In a bid to defuse the bitter
dispute over a new constitution and land reform thai
threatens to tear apart the
poor Andean nation, Chile
called for an emergency
meeting of South American
leaders today.
"A larger tragedy has to be
avoided," said Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez, a
strong ally of Bolivia's leftist president, confirming he
would attend the meeting.
Morales described as an
ambush a gunbattle in the

eastern province of Pando
on Thursday that led him
to impose martial law the
next day. "These people were
massacred," he told a news
conference on Saturday.
Interior Minister Alfredo
Radii said 16 people were killed
in the clash — the majority
of them peasants who back
Morales — and authorities
said another two people died
Friday at Pando's main airfield as government troops
took control, opening fire to
disperse protesters.
Bolivia's first indigenous
president said he would not
hesitate to extend the state of
siege if necessary to the other
three pro-autonomy provinces in eastern Bolivia where
separatists seized government offices and natural gas
fields last week in the gravest
crisis of his nearly 3-year-old
presidency.
Government opponents are
demanding Morales cancel a

Dec. 7 referendum on a new
constitution that would help
him centralize power, run for
a second consecutive term
and transfer fallow terrain to
landless peasants.
The emergency summit
in Chile comes after both
Morales and Chavez expelled
the U.S. ambassadors in their
countries to protest what
they say is Washington's
inciting of anti-government
protesters in Bolivia.
U.S. officials call the accusations baseless.
Nonetheless, Nicaraguan
President Daniel Ortega said
Saturday he would reject an
invitation he had received
to meet with U.S. President
George W. Bush out of "solidarity" with Bolivia in its diplomatic spat with Washington.
Ortega also backed Morales'
claims against the U.S. He
did not say why or when he
had been invited to the White
House.

of railway and shut down part
of the Trans-Siberian railway,
a spokesman for the national
railroad company said.
The plane, operated by a
division of Aeroflot, was on
its approach to land when it
crashed into an unpopulated
area of the city, just a few hundred yards from residential
buildings, Andrianova said.

Aeroflot
spokeswoman
Irina Danenberg said the
plane was at about 3,800 feet
when it lost contact with
ground dispatchers.
"I felt the explosion and I ran
out there.... I thought a war had
begun." a woman in Perm who
was not identified told Vesti-24
TV. "The blast, it was like fireworks in the sky."
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Milk-carton abbreviation
"The Grapes of Wrath" family
Pal of Porthos
Honest pres.
Jetson boy
Beach location
Drunkard
Card game authority
Model
Leased
Pine product
Noted Swiss psychologist
"Waterloo" group
"My Life in Court" writer
Distort
Family of Canadian quintuplets
Ice cream brand
Dockers' org.
Deep chasm
Dernier
(latest fashion)
Cooper's Bumppo
Feeling poorly
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3
4
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19
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24
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30
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34
36
39

Relaxed state
PlayStation rival
"Monster's Ball" co-star
Army vehicles
Tired pickup attempt
Big name in fashion
Way out
Equivalent wd.
Real pale
Certain sandals
Wilhelm of Coopersiown
Heraldic border
Potential plant
41
"Advise and Consent" 44
writer
Painful cries
"Star Wars" warrior
Red of firefighting
Good Book
Prestone rival
1940 Ginger Rogers
movie
Rocker John
Singer Newton
Presidential advisory
grpWinter ATV. _-Cat
Corp. bigwigs

Coffeehouse
Tea Party site
Coral formation
Chutzpah
Actress Daly
Artistic piece
Letter flourish
Bakery odors
Lounging attire
"The French Connection" role
Japanese cash
Sheeplike
Plus feature
Put (down|
Golfer Calvin
Spirit
One Gabor

■

l/MW/l

Up and about
Make smile
Crop pests
Instigate
Because follower?
Check recipient
Scarlett's man
Per unit
Wander about
May berry boy
Flapdoodle!
Wally's bro
"Only Time'' singer
Diplomat
Hammarsk)old
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DID YOU KNOW?

Large kangaroos cover more than 30
feet with each jump.
Plane crash in central Russia kills 88
By Mik« Eckel
The Associated Press

MOSCOW — A passenger jet
carrying 88 people on board
crashed as it was preparing
to land in central Russia early
yesterday, killing everyone on
board, officials said.
The Boeing-737-500 was travelingfrom Moscowwhen it went
down on the outskirts of the city
of Perm around 3:15 a.m. local
time, said FmergencySituations
Ministry spokeswoman Irina
Andrianova. She said there was
no indication terrorism was
involved.
Eighty-two
passengers,
including seven children,
and six crew were on board,
Andrianova said. Officials said
there were no deaths on the
ground and investigators were
working to determine the cause
of the crash.
Investigatorsfoundtheplanes'
"black box" flight recorders and
were working to analyze them.
The crash destroyed a section

The Associated Press

LOURDES, France — As millions of pilgrims do each year,
Pope Benedict XVI drank water
Saturday from the Lourdes spring
famed for miraculous cures as he
visited a grotto at the sanctuary lie
calls a "citadel of hope."
A young girl in 19th century
peasant costume handed the
pontiff a glass of the water from
the spring that burst through
the ground 150 years ago when a
local girl, Bernadette Soubirous,
had repeated visions of the
Virgin Mary.
The grotto sheltered Benedict
from a steady rain but didn't keep
out the evening chill as the pontiff,
in a red mantle over white robes,
prayed and lit a candle.
Benedict flew to Lourdes, a
town in southwest France near the
Pyrenees, after saying an outdoor
Mass in Paris attended by more
than a quarter million Roman
Catholics—a show of faith in a traditionally Roman Catholic country
that has witnessed a sharp decline
in churchgoing in recent years.
In his homily in Paris, Benedict
focused on the ills of modern
materialism, condemning the
unbridled passion for power, possessions and money.
"Has not our modem world cre-

The BG News
419-372-6977

Campus Events

PLANE CRASH: An explosion at the crash site of a Boeing-737-500 is seen on the outskirts of
the city of Perm in central Russia, yesterday morning shortly after the crash of a passenger jet.

"We don't go to Lourdes looking
for miracles... The love of the mother

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALEI
Biggest & best selection Choose
from over 2000 different images.
FINE ART, MUSIC. MOVIES. MODELS, HUMOR. ANIMALS. PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES, MOTIVATIONALS, PHOTOGRAPHY. MOST
IMAGES ONLY $7, $8 AND $9 SEE
US AT Bowen-Thompson Student
Union on Mon/Tues RM 228 (MPR).
Wed. Rm 202B(Ballroom), Thurs/Fri.
Rm 202A(Ballroom| On Monday.
Sept 15th thru Friday, Sept 19th.
2008. Hours are 9am to 6pm. THIS
SALE IS SPONSORED BY UAO.

Lost/Found

[Mary] is the true healing"
! Benedict
ated its own idols?" Benedict said,
wondering aloud whether people
have "imitated, perhaps inadvertently, the pagans of antiquity?"
The main purpose of Benedict's
first visit to France as pontiff was
the pilgrimage in Lourdes as the
shrine marked the 150th anniversary oftheapparitionsofthe Virgin
Mary to 14-year-old Bernadette,
who later was made a saint
Riding through Lourdes in his
popemobile, the pontiff smiled
and waved to cheering crowds
of pilgrims wearing windbreakers. In drizzle and chilly wind, the
81-year-old pope walked the final
stretch to the grotto.
More than 5 million people
visit lourdes every year — some
brought to the spring in wheelchairs and stretchers — in hopes
that drinking and bathing in the
water will heal their ailments. The
church has officially recognized
67 miracle cures linked to Lourdes
over the years.
The pope has said that miracles
are not the real point, but faith.
"We don't go to Lourdes looking

for miracles,'' he said en route to
France. 'The love of the mother
IMaryl is the true healing.''
In the grotto, Benedict stood on
the spot where his predecessor,
lohn Paul II, had prayed four years
eariier. When lohn Paul visited in
2004, he was 84 and suffering the
final ravages of Parkinson's disease, and he needed help from
aides. It was his final trip ahroad,
and he died the following year.
The pope's Mass in Paris earlier in the day also evoked themes
dear to lohn Paul II, who worried
that the affluent West was turning consumerism into a kind of
religion and ignoring its Christian
roots.
"This is a question that all
people, if they are honest with
themselves, cannot help but ask,"
Benedict said in his homily in the
French capital, renowned for its
luxury goods, fashion sense and
cultural riches.
"I lave not money, the thirst for
possessions, for power and even
knowledge, diverted man from his
true destiny?" the pope asked.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call after 8pm. no exp. needed.
Call 419-332-2279

Classified Ads
Hit ltd Ni'ws mil not knowingly accepl
advert, isem en is lhat diicrlmfnate, or
encourage discrimlnation agaimi any individual or group on the basis of race. sex.
color, creed, religion, naiinnal origin, sexual
orientation, ilivibiliiv. status as a vrlrran.
or on the basi* of any other legally protected siatus.

Pope drinks water from Lourdes spring
By Francis D'Emillo

30 FEET

LOST: Maltese-Yorkshire dog. 4 lbs
dark brown fur. black bark collar.
Reward if found, call 330-635-2312

Wanted
Entertainers needed downtown BG.
on Sunday. Nov. 23, i -5pm.
Musicians, jugglers, lace painters,
and characaturists.
Call Sandy @ Main Street BG.
419-354-4332

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc. is looking
for positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with MR/DD Will
provide personal care & help w/ daily
living skills. Flexible schedules full time, part time, & sub. positions
avail S8.50-S13 18/hr based on
exp. Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application at
Wood County Board of MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd. BG,
Ent. B. Mon-Fri. 8am-4:30pm
or download application from
www.woodlanere8identlal.org.
EO.E

Bar staff needed, exp. a plus but not
needed, will train. Open interviews
on Wed Sept, 17th, 3-5pm at
JoJo's Pizza, 105 S 3rd, Waterville
Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed
Call 1-800-722-4791
Perrysburg Gymnastics is seeking a
Level 4 team coach for
Tuesdays/Thursdays- 5-7:30pm
S Saturdays 10:30am-1pm.
Call 419-874-9383.

For Rent
Earn $1000-S3200 a month
to drive new cars with ads.
wwwAdCarCity.com

Help Wanted -Traffic Counting intern
Duties: Set/retneve counters. Maintain tools, maintain log of equip, use
& repair. Download & check data,
enter & manage data accurately
Requirements: Valid driver's license,
knowledge of spreadsheets, proficient in entering & managing databases, converting data between
databases Knowledge of ArcView
GIS preferred. Internship runs Sept.
to December 1, 2008. 20-30 hrs/wk.
70% field work/30% office work.
Send resume to Marc Vondeylen
vondeylenOtmacog org
Toledo Metropolitan Area Council
of Governments (TMACOG)
300 Martin Luther King Jr. Drive,
Toledo, OH 43604

"Across from Kohl Hall"
920 E. Wooster, 2 BR apt, free park
Call (614)668-1116

3 bdrm. house avail.8/15/08
S275 per person + util. Close to
BGSU Oft St pi*. AC/WD.
Call 419-601 -3225 or 419-352-4773.
3 BR/1 bath home for rent in country.
students or 2 couples can share,
$650/mo w/ $650 dep Easy access
to I-75, between Perrysburg & BG.
Avail now. call 419-575-4582.
312 N Enterprise
3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. Inc.
Clean, $950/mo, 419-352-5882
832 Third St, 5 blks from campus
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Window A/C.
$840/mo.♦ util Call 419-392-2812.

JOHN MEWLOVE UAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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